
Specifications for English Manuscripts

1. Manuscripts should use Hangeul (a Korean Word Program) or MS Word. The

manuscripts submitted using MS Word are to observe all the following regulations

except those in 6 and 7. The layouts of the text will be managed by the publisher

once they are accepted to be published.

2. The manuscripts written in English can be accepted for the April and December

issues. However, it is strongly recommended that they be submitted for the August

international issue.

3. Manuscripts should use A4 size paper setting.

4. Manuscripts should be about 25 pages in length following the SSK's style

regulations.

5. It is recommended that the title of the article does not exceed two lines.

6. The abstract should be written in the following manner.

1) The beginning of the abstract should start with the author's name, year of publication,

and the title of the article (-2 pt. left & right indentation, sinmyeongjo 9 pt. with the

author's name and the title in bold type) which are followed by the name of the journal

(italics) and the number of the issue and volume (italics).

(e.g.)

Abstract

Kim Hyun-kang 2012. Interactional Functions of Nodding in

Conversation. The Sociolinguistic Journal of Korea 20(1). People
communicate, as we know, not only with the spoken language but also

with a body language. …

2) Body of Abstract: The abstract should be written not exceeding 200 words and be fol-
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lowed by about 5 keywords.

3) Number of the words in the abstract should be presented in a parenthesis.

(e.g.)

… Continual interaction regardless of turn-taking or communication

content allows the participants to feel that the conversation is being

accomplished smoothly. In that sense, nodding contributes decisively to

the conversation as an interactional achievement. (187)

Keywords: nodding, communicative function, turn-taking, interaction,

conversation

3) Abstract Layout

7. Main Body Setup

1) Characters

2) Paragraph Layout

3) Page Setting (Margins)
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(e.g.)

…Unfortunately, what is missing in both Chung (2002) and Weber (1998) is

information which precisely addresses the differences between men and women.

3)…

____________________________

3) A mirror image of this possible social variation in Eastern Island Polynesian is found in

Finnish. Vainikka argued, however, that this occurs only in Standard Finnish. In

colloquial Finnish this genderlectal difference is more clearly observed.

8. The subheadings should be numbered in the following manner: I. 1. 1) (1) ① ...

9. All the headings and sub-headings are written one line apart from the texts above

and below except subheadings (1) and ①.

10. All the headings are left justified.

11. Korean words cannot be mingled with English ones for a reference, a title, or any

other information. Korean words need to be romanized following the system of

"Romanization Regulation of Korean Words" by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism

(2000) of Korea. Manuscripts can adopt other systems, such as Yale Romanization

for a special purpose. In that case, however, manuscripts should stay consistent in

style. Glosses are also allowed for interpretation of languages other than English.

12. If the article is co-authored, the first author or the corresponding author should be

marked ( * ) and footnoted.

13. As for footnotes, only content footnotes, not reference ones, are allowed as follows.

14. Tables and figures should be numbered and headed, being disposed in the middle as

follows. And content words in the headings should begin with capital letters.

Table 9. Variants of the Variable (a)

Figure 9. Cross-generational Differences Regarding the Variable (a)



Text Citations

[Direct Citation type 1, single author, 1 work]

The researcher reported, "Diglossic languages are usually described as consisting

of two or more varieties that coexist in a speech community; the domains of

linguistic behavior are parceled out in a kind of complementary distribution"

(Schiffman 1996: 205).

[Direct Citation type 2, single author, 1 work]

Schiffman (1996) reported that "Diglossic languages are usually described as

consisting of two or more varieties that coexist in a speech community; the

domains of linguistic behavior are parceled out in a kind of complementary

distribution" (p. 205).

[Direct Citation type 3, single author, 1 work]

Schiffman (1996) reported the following:

Diglossic languages are usually described as consisting of two or more

varieties that coexist in a speech community; the domains of linguistic behavior

are parceled out in a kind of complementary distribution (p. 205).

[Indirect Citation type 1, single author, 1 work]

Wolfram (1998) compared hypercorrective errors of…

[Indirect Citation type 2, single author, 1 work]

In a comprehensive study of Vietnamese speakers’ learning of English (Wolfram

1998) …

[Indirect Citation type 3, 2 authors, 1 work]

‣Eckert and Rickford (2001) suggested the following ideas …

‣In a recent careful study of the notion of style used in sociolinguistics (Eckert

& Rickford 2001)…

[Indirect Citation type 4, 3 authors, 1 work]

first citation:



‣James, Bailey, and Woodson (2001) claimed that …

‣In a careful study of Korean learners’ acquisition of English tense (James,

Bailey & Woodson 2001) …

subsequent citations:

‣James et al. (2001) also suggested that …

‣This finding is also reported in another study of tense acquisition (James et al.

2001) and …

[Indirect Citation type 5, more that 3 authors, 1 work]

first and subsequent citations:

‣Ferguson et al. (1988) proposed that …

‣In a sociolinguistic study of phonological variation in English (Ferguson et al.

1988)…

[Indirect Citation type 5, 2 or more works in the same parenthesis]

‣Previous studies (Giles 1983a, 1986b; Hymes et al. 1973; Meyer & Eckert 1978,

1980) showed that …

[*Arrange two or more works by the same author in the order of publication

years; List two or more works by different authors in alphabetical order of the

authors’ surnames.]

[Indirect Citation type 6, authors with the same surname]

H. D. Brown (1993) and J. D. Brown (1994) agreed that…

[*Include the authors’ initials in all text citations to avoid confusion, even if the

publication years differ.]
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